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The 5th and final race weekend of the ICCR didn’t fail
to disappoint as more thrills and spills were served up
to the record number of spectators in attendance.
With sunshine and showers throughout the whole
weekend, drivers demonstrated their amazing ability
and car control in some daunting conditions. Our
thanks as always go to the Orange Army to brave the
conditions to allow all of us to pursue a sport we all
enjoy. The growing team of race officials have really
started to bond and the professional manner in which
are events are now being run is a credit to their
dedication and abilities. We also thank our sponsors,
be they Championship sponsors, often competitors

themselves and to the many sponsors who have
allowed us to showcase our racing on livestream, in
particular for this event Finnstown Castle Hotel. We
must congratulate our 2021 champions who served
up some fantastic moments of skill and enjoyment.
But we should also thank all of our competitors
because without their support we could not crown
our Champions or enjoy our sport. ICCR really has
changed the face of Irish circuit racing and as the
curtain comes down on its inaugural season we are all
busy planning the improvements for the 2022 season.

By Drew Furlong

ICCR Champions Crowned



Irish Legends Championship

The Irish Legends Championship
returned yet again to Mondello Park to
wow the crowds with another display
of closing hard racing from the 5/8
scale pocket rockets. Featuring 3 grids
over the day with grids drawn by ballot
plenty of action was guaranteed. Race
1 would see a lightning start by Peter
Barrable from Row 4 to move up to 3rd

by the end of the first lap.

He would be closely followed by
brother Robert all the way to the
chequered flag and they would finish
side by side with Peter taking the win
by just 0.076 seconds followed by
Geoff Richardson just 0.6 seconds in
3rd.
Race 2 win would go the way of
Moylan after a 4-way race long battle
with the Barrable brothers and Geoff
Richardson. Richardson from pole

would take the lead from the outset
but he was hounded all the way by
Robert Barrable who briefly crossed
the line ahead of Richardson on Lap 4.

But it would be Moylan to take the win
on the final lap with the winning
margin just 0.025 seconds over Peter
Barrable with Robert just 0.10 behind
in 3rd place.
The final race of the day saw the main
contenders all having to make their
way from the back of the grid. Geoff
Richardson would make the better
start of all and would take the lead on
the first tour. Robert Barrable would sit
just behind him. Barrable took the lead
from Richardson on Lap 3 but all eyes
were now on Moylan and Peter
Barrable as they fought through the
grid. In the end Robert Barrable took

an easy win with Geoff Richardson in
2nd but only just as Moylan chased him
hard to be just 0.056 seconds slower
on the line.

Despite the results on the day, it is
Geoff Richardson who is crowned
Champion driver of the 2021 season,
with Peter Barrable 2nd and Jamie
Moylan in 3rd. The rookie
Championship was won by Derek
Hogan, Owen Lawlor 2nd and Seamus
Ryan in 3rd.

Richardson Crowned Champion



Impact Ireland Metals Historic Racing Car Association Championship

With a less than normal number of
entries it was still all to play for in the
various HRCA Championship Trophies
as competitors took part in the final
two rounds of the Championship. It
truly was a family affair as Cochrane
held pole for Race 1 with son-in-law
Thompson sharing the front row. Both
Thompson and Row 2 starter Schnittger
made the quicker start to get the jump
on Cochrane, but the more powerful V8
got to T1 first and into the lead. End of
Lap 1 Cochrane leads from Thompson,
Flynn in his Midget with Schnittger in
4th. Disaster then for Cochrane as a few
spots of rain start to fall on Lap 3 and
he spins into the gravel trap but keeps
the momentum going and emerges
behind Flynn in 3rd. Cochrane would
track Flynn closely before blasting past
the helpless Midget on the straight
finish straight just 2 laps later. It was
the battle of the MGs for 3rd between
Flynn, Schnittger and Cooke. Cooke
briefly held 3rd ahead of Flynn before it
all came undone just 1 lap later as he

dropped to 5th. At the chequered flag it
was an easy win for Thompson,
followed by Cochrane with Flynn
winning the battle of the MGs in 3rd.
Race 2 would see Cochrane gain on
pole and joined again by Thompson.
But as the lights went out Cochrane
stalls and is thankfully avoided by the
grid as he remains stationary. Try as he
may his trusty Sunbeam Tiger would
not start and the officials are forced to
call for the Safety Car. Excellent work
by the marshals and officials would see
the race neutralised just for one racing
lap. A scrappy restart would see
Thompson maintain his lead with Flynn
in 2nd, Schnittger in 3rd and a long way
back was Cooke. Cooke though was the
man on a charge and moved up to the
final podium position on Lap 4 as he got
by Schnittger. With a huge gap to Flynn
in 2nd Cooke set about catching him.
Lap after lap Cooke posted lap times
over a second quicker than Flynn and
eventually, they were running neck and
neck. Cooke moved to second on the

run down to T3 but Flynn battled hard
and tried everything to regain the
position. Then, Flynn, lapping
consistently in the 1’ 09s, finds some
pace and does a 1’08 and closes right
back up to Cooke. Next lap Flynn posts
his fastest lap on the race 1’07.880 and
retakes the line in T1. The battle for the
runner up spot is far from over though
as Cooke harries him constantly until a
sideways moment in the Esses would
ease the pressure on Flynn. Out front
Thompson would take his second win
of the afternoon, Flynn would take 2nd

with Cooke close behind him in 3rd.
Championship honours would go to
Jackie Cochrane in the Impact Metals
Scratch Championship, Bill Griffin in the
Frank Cassidy Race Championship and
also the George Mangan Trophy
Challenge and finally Wolfgang
Schnittger in the Joe Flynn MG
Challenge.

Champion Titles for Cochrane, Griffin & Schnittger



Bill Griffin Motors Stryker Championship

Cullen - 12 Races 12 Wins

Cullen again showed his class coming
into this event off the back of 10
straight wins to take yet another pole
position almost 1 second ahead of
Championship returnee Taylor. When
the lights went out the grid left as one
with the top six all holding position at
the end of lap 1. Cullen immediately
set about building a gap and the
pressure on Taylor was relentless. Lap
after lap Cullen posted times
consistently of 61 secs and slowly the
gap to Taylor was over 2 seconds by
Lap 7. A slow start by Deasy had seen
him drop from 5th to 8th on the opening
laps but by lap 4 he was up to 6th

behind Dalton. Both Deasy and Dalton
would move ahead of Bruton on the
next tour. Taylor would spin out of a
strong 2nd place to hand Welaratne the
position and Deasy would move up to
3rd place after getting head of Dalton.
Deasy would put in some quick lap
times to try and close the gap to 2nd,

but it was just too much. Out front,
after 15 laps of the National circuit
Cullen would take the chequered flag
for the eleventh time to maintain his
100%-win record. Welaratne would
finish 2nd with Deasy comfortable in
3rd.

A reverse grid at the request of all
drivers would see Champion Cullen
start from the back of the grid. But the
eleven-time race winner would
continue his dominant form as he
made the better start and got ahead of
rival Taylor down into T1. Cullen then
scythed through the field on the
opening lap to move to an impressive

4th position. His utter domination of
the class showed as he took the lead at
the end of Lap 2. Taylor would follow
him into 2nd place, but Cullen would
prove uncatchable. Behind the top
two, Deasy ably demonstrated his race
craft moving from a starting position
on Row 5 to move up to 3rd. At the end
of the 15 lap race Cullen would take
the chequered flag for the twelfth time
to remain unbeaten all year, Taylor
would come home 2nd and Deasy in 3rd.
Unsurprisingly Cullen would be
crowned Champion driver, Welaratne
in 2nd with Deasy in 3rd position.



Seat Supercup Ireland, 
Irish Supercars powered by Pirelli
Irish Touring Car Championship

Murphy, Watkins & Burke – Champions All

A fast start by Corcoran and Linnane
from the Supercar grid saw them
power up the leader board as all cars
headed into T1 led by Murphy. Absent
was Healy from the front row of the
ITCC grid who headed to the pits on the
green flag lap. O’Reilly spun off on the
first lap after T2 which initially brought
out the Safety Car but with the car in a
dangerous position and requiring a full
lift, the red flags came out. On the
restart Murphy again led the grid with
Burke taking the lead for ITCC grid and
Linnane leading the Supercar grid out
of T1. Linnane would lose his place to
Parr on the exit of T2. Murphy’s lead
increased as hard chasing English in 2nd

had to take to the pits but rejoined in
14th. For ITCC, Burke had built himself a
gap but Traub, as he had shown in
previous races, had started to claw his
way back to Burke. On Lap 7 Parr was
off at T3 and the lead for Supercars was
in the hands of Watkins. But all eyes
were on Traub and Burke as they
battled for 2nd overall and the class win.
Try as he might Traub couldn’t get past

and as the chequered flag came out at
the end of the 10 lap race, the class
wins went to Murphy for Seat
Supercup, Burke in ITCC and Watkins in
the Irish Supercars.

Race 2 polesitter English would lead
into T1 but it was Jones from Supercars
on the Pirelli wets who moved up to 2nd

position. Lap 3 and there is contact
between Jones and the leader English
in T3. English retires and Jones leads.
Now it’s the turn of ITCC frontrunner
Burke to get in front of Linnane to take
4th place overall. Healy in ITCC slides
into the gravel at T1 and the Safety Car
is despatched. On the lap after the
restart Burke loses position to both
Parr and Linnane but retakes both
positions with some clever driving
coming out of T2 on the very next lap.

Burke continues his good drive and gets
ahead of Tohill in his Seat to move up
to 3rd. To make matters worse for
Tohill, Parr, Linnane and Corcoran all
get ahead of him on the same lap. Lap
11 Linnane and Parr get ahead of
Burke’s Honda but all eyes are on the
battle for the lead as an aggressive
move by Watkins sees him wrestle the
lead from Jones at Southside. Jones
collides heavily with Watkins at T1 with
Watkins demoted to 6th. Jones would
take the chequered flag but would be
excluded from the race for the
avoidable collision with Watkins. Parr
would inherit the win for Irish
Supercars, Burke would finish 3rd

overall and the class win for ITCC with
Tohill taking the top step for Seat
SuperCup.



Coffee 2 Go Fiesta ST Championship

McDonnell Crowned Champion

The opening race of the double header
event saw poleman McDonnell take the
lead into T1 followed by fellow front
row competitor Denning. It was almost
as you were, as the rest of the grid held
station with the equally matched cars
unable to break the running order.
Proceeds were brought to a halt
abruptly by the officials due to a red
flag incident involving Larkin, Kidd and
Jones. Larkin was found to have caused
the collision leading to the race
stoppage and was excluded from the
race. On the restart McDonnell again
made the stronger start. Denning
having made a slow start tried to go
round the outside at T1, only to run
wide and allow Maguire and Petersen
through. Petersen then got ahead of
Maguire coming out of T2 as the pack
made its way down to T3. Again,
Denning tried round the outside of T3
but contact with Cullen on the exit
would see Cullen spin out onto the
grass with Doran gaining the advantage
to move up to 4th. A post-race review
by the officials would see Denning

receive a 3.5 second penalty for the
incident. Just one lap later at T3 this
time Doran runs wide carrying too
much speed and Denning moves back
into 4th position. With just a 5 minute
duration for the restarted race
McDonnell took the chequered flag and
the Championship with Peterson
finishing 2nd and Maguire 3rd Front row
starter Byrne was swamped at the start
of Race 2. Maguire quickest from the
standing start spins after possible
contact in the pack and Doran leads
from Byrne. Peterson gets sideways out
of T2 and the main beneficiary is
Denning who moves up to 3rd place.
Denning continues his good run and
takes P2 from Byrne on the inside at
T3. Behind them Michael Cullen is
having a storming opening lap up to 7th

from the back of the grid as the cars
exit T3. Lap 2 would see Peterson yet
again get completely out of shape
exiting T2 and it took all of the ex-
autotest Champion’s skill to recover
without damaging his car, but he would
rejoin in a lowly 14th place. Lap 3

Cullen continues his climb up the order
and attempts a pass on Barnes as he
has a sideways moment on the wet
surface at T1. Barnes recovers and
keeps his position but Cullen attacks
again at Southside switching back on
the start finish straight to move up to
5th. Turley was next for Cullen and on
Lap 7 Cullen seized his chance to take
4th as he got the inside line down to T3.
Out front though Denning was pursuing
the leader, but wily Doran always
seemed to putt his car exactly where
Denning wanted to be. The last lap and
the three contenders exited T3 nose to
tail. Denning seizes his chance and tries
round the outside at T4 runs wide and
now the attacker becomes the hunted
as Byrne is along side Denning. Byrne
and Denning enter Southside side by
side fully respectful of each other as
they exit side by side onto the main
straight. Out front Doran takes the
chequered flag in the final race of the
season, and it is Byrne who just pips
Denning by 0.082 secs in the drag race
to the line.



Siltex Safety Fiesta Zetec Championship

The penultimate round of the hugely
competitive Siltex Safety Fiesta Zetec
Championship would see Champion
elect Barrable on pole and beside him
would be his chief rival Dawson. Both
cars started in unison and Barrable
would lead from Dawson as the cars
cross the line side by side on the first
lap. Both cars would continue side by
side through T1 and T2 but Dawson
would take the led on the long run
down to T3. Behind the two leaders a
battle royale was starting for 3rd

position. McGovern would get ahead of
Woods on the entry into T3 and just
behind them was Fishbourne up to 4th

having started way back in 7th. With
almost a 9-car train forming for 3rd

place, Dawson and Barrable started to
pull away from the chasing pack.
Fishbourne is all over the back of
McGovern so much so that he lost his
front bumper into T3. Then Fishbourne
clips the gravel in Southside, and he
slips from 4th to 6th with Woods and
Lawless slipping by. Unperturbed
Fishbourne pushes hard and regains a
position on the next lap as he gets by

Lawless on the start finish straight. But
all changed in Southside on Lap 9 as
Woods dives down the inside of
McGovern and both run wide and
allows Fishbourne past both of them.
McGovern recovers a position from
Lawless in T2 and then gets down the
inside of Woods as they enter
Southside. Continuing the momentum
McGovern makes contact with
Fishbourne who loses his rear bumper
and McGovern is back up to 3rd.
Fishbourne is having none of it and
regains 3rd in T1. Next lap there is
possible contact between McGovern
and Fishbourne and another change of
position as McGovern is back in the
final podium position. On lap 13 the
chequered flag goes to Dawson with
Barrable 2nd and in a run to the line
between McGovern and Fishbourne,
Fishbourne takes 3rd after a race long
battle. A fast start by Lawless from the
front row of Race 2 would see him
reach T1 first, but a big sideways
moment would allow Woods through
followed by McGovern. McGovern
would take the lead from Woods

having the inside line into T3.
McGovern and Woods looked
comfortable out front, and it was
obvious the fight for 3rd place was
going to be the place to be. Fishbourne
moved up to 3rd ahead of Lawless on
Lap 4 and Lawless would lose another
place to Barrable just one lap later.
Barrable was looking ominous, but it all
changed on Lap 6 as he dropped
behind Lawless and Dawson. But the
Champion wouldn’t stay there long as
Lawless ran wide at T3 on the next lap
and it was a position back. Then he got
ahead of Dawson at Southside and he
was back up to 4th. Lap 11 Fishbourne is
sideways and runs wide at T1 and the
Champion seizes his opportunity, and
he is up to 3rd. Fishbourne does
manage to retake the position on the
next lap, but Barrable demonstrates
why his is Champion by trumping
Fishbourne with his classic switchback
move at Southside corner. After 12 laps
McGovern takes the chequered flag
followed by Woods with the 2021
Champion in 3rd place.

Barrable seals Title Race



Irishautoparts.ie Future Classics Racing

Poleman Duggan would lead out of T1
but it was McCann in his Mazda who
couldn’t stop and collided with
McDonnell. Luckily McDonnell was able
to continue but McCann couldn’t, and a
Safety Car was called to recover him.
Quick action by the officials would see
them clear McCann after just one lap. A
quick lap by Shattock would see him
close right up to Duggan which would
see them battle for the race win for the
rest of the 15 minute race. Lap 6 saw
Shattock post the perfect lap of
1:07.000 and he seized his chance into
T1 wrestling the lead from Duggan.
Shattock’s lead would be short-lived
with Duggan retaking the lead
following a switchback move out of
Southside corner. Behind them Aidan
Byrne in 5th place started to find some

pace and gets ahead of Ger Byrne to
move up to 4th behind championship
rival Flanagan in his Clio. Flanagan is on
the attack too and tries to get ahead of
Shattock round the outside of T3 but
runs out of road and allows Byrne in his
Celica to close right up. Byrne bides his
time and pulls off a brave overtake
round the outside of T2 to take the
final podium position. Duggan would
take the chequered flag penalty free,
but barriers time penalties for both
Shattock and Byrne would see Flanagan
inherit 2nd with O’Rourke finishing sixth
on the road taking the final podium
position. A wet track greeted
competitors for Race 2 safe in the
knowledge that there was little chance
that barrier times would affect the
outcome. A fast start by Shattock

would end in the gravel at T1 which
would mean a Safety Car being
despatched. Just as the Safety Car was
called into the pitlane it was sent back
out again as Clancy’s Celica lost it’s left
front wheel down at T3. It would
ultimately mean that a 3 lap sprint
would decide the winner of the race.
On the restart O’Rourke launched his
Honda down the inside of McDonnell
to go 2nd and was quickly all over the
back of leader Duggan. On Lap 8
Duggan was sideways through
Southside corner and squeezed
O’Rourke onto the grass. McDonnell
was back into 2nd. A terrific battle
between all three protagonists through
the final 3 corners would ultimately see
McDonnell take the win from Duggan
and O’Rourke.

Byrne and Culloty crowned Champions



All talk before the start of the first race
of the weekend was whether or not
Sylvie Mullins would break the outright
lap record as he posted a 49.057 pole
time during qualifying. However,
Mullins would stall on the grid and
would immediately bring out the red
flags. On the restart, Mullins got away
this time maintaining his lead from
Greenan and Roche and once he hit the
start/finish straight he unleashed the
full power of the Gould to pull a gap on
the field. Behind him Greenan and
Roche in the F3 shod machines would
start a race long battle for what looked
like the best of the rest. On Lap 3
Roche grapped the inside line into T1
and moved up to 2nd place but Greenan
attached relentlessly. Then on Lap 5,
another problem for Mullins as he
slows dramatically and is overtaken by
both Roche and Greenan on the run
down to T3. With Faherty now in 3rd

the top 3 positions were all occupied
by F3 machines. But just 3 laps later
Faherty would slow and pulled off the
track in T4 with a broken throttle cable.

The issue which seemingly had plagued
Mullins was over as his Gould roared
back to life posting a 50.231 second
lap, a new BOSS Ireland record but just
shy of the outright record of 50.220.
But with Faherty’s car in a dangerous
position a Safety Car was called and
with insufficient time to recover the car
the race would unfortunately finish
under yellows. Roche would take the
win, followed by Greenan and
Connolly.

Mullins would lead off the line for Race
2 and despite a big sideways moment
on the exit of T1 he maintained his lead
through T2. But it was Fergus Faherty
with a massive charge who bravely
went round the outside of Mullins at

T3. On the next lap Roche charging
through the pack tries down the inside
of Gaughran, succeeds, then spins and
it is Rabbitt who capitalises to go 3rd.
The wet track conditions are a great
leveller and Rabbitt starts to set about
closing the gap to Mullins. A mistake at
Southside on Lap 6 would see Rabbitt
go straight on and finish his race in the
gravel trap. It was Faherty out front
who didn’t put a foot wrong all race
and would take the chequered flag,
Mullins 6 seconds back in 2nd with an
impressive 3rd place finish for Doherty.

Finnstown Castle Hotel Formula BOSS Ireland Championship

Mullins seals Championship Title


